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Purpose: This study aims to address design considerations of a high resolution, high sensitivity
positron emission tomography scanner dedicated to breast imaging.
Methods: The methodology uses a detailed Monte Carlo model of the system structures to obtain
a quantitative evaluation of several performance parameters. Special focus was given to the effect
of dense mechanical structures designed to provide mechanical robustness and thermal regulation to
the minuscule and temperature sensitive detectors.
Results: For the energies of interest around the photopeak �450–700 keV energy window�, the
simulation results predict a 6.5% reduction in the single photon detection efficiency and a 12.5%
reduction in the coincidence photon detection efficiency in the case that the mechanical structures
are interspersed between the detectors. However for lower energies, a substantial increase in the
number of detected events �approximately 14% and 7% for singles at a 100–200 keV energy
window and coincidences at a lower energy threshold of 100 keV, respectively� was observed with
the presence of these structures due to backscatter. The number of photon events that involve
multiple interactions in various crystal elements is also affected by the presence of the structures.
For photon events involving multiple interactions among various crystal elements, the coincidence
photon sensitivity is reduced by as much as 20% for a point source at the center of the field of view.
There is no observable effect on the intrinsic and the reconstructed spatial resolution and spatial
resolution uniformity.
Conclusions: Mechanical structures can have a considerable effect on system sensitivity, especially
for systems processing multi-interaction photon events. This effect, however, does not impact the
spatial resolution. Various mechanical structure designs are currently under evaluation in order to
achieve optimum trade-off between temperature stability, accurate detector positioning, and mini-
mum influence on system performance. © 2010 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
�DOI: 10.1118/1.3484059�
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent developments in technology have lead to advanced
imaging systems and methods for accurately detecting and
monitoring breast cancer using imaging modalities that
complement information provided by mammography.1,2 Pos-
itron emission tomography �PET� demonstrates great poten-
tial in this regard due to the high cancer avidity of PET
imaging agents, as well the ability to enable in vivo imaging
of the underlying cellular and molecular biology of breast
cancer.3,4 However, special considerations on detector design
and system architecture need to be taken into account given
the demands for high spatial resolution and high photon sen-
sitivity in order to detect early stages of breast cancer, which
cannot be satisfied with the current clinical tomograph
designs.5–9 Breast-dedicated PET systems have recently
demonstrated their clinical relevance,10 whereas specialized
system designs may be used to improve system

11
performance.
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Our group is developing a 1 mm3 resolution PET scanner
dedicated to breast imaging.12 The system will be composed
of a large number of compact detector modules, each com-
prising 8�8 arrays of 1 mm3 lutetium yttrium oxyorthosili-
cate �LYSO� scintillation crystals optically coupled to posi-
tion sensitive avalanche photodiodes �PSAPDs�.13,14 Two
opposing detector panels will be assembled, thus allowing
for limited-angle tomographic imaging �Fig. 1� if rotation is
not employed. The adjustable separation between the two
panel detectors will lead to a tenfold increased photon sen-
sitivity compared to clinical PET scanners.12 In addition,
photon sensitivity is maintained through an effective crystal
length of nearly 1.6 cm by using two crystal arrays oriented
along the radial direction �“edge on” photon detection, as
illustrated in Fig. 2�. Also, in this scintillation detection con-
figuration, the scintillation light collection efficiency is
�90%, independent of the photon interaction location in the
system.14 Furthermore, this design enables fine ��1 mm�

photon depth of interaction �DoI� information, which enables
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a high degree of spatial resolution uniformity throughout the
sensitive volume of the field of view �FoV�. At the same
time, detectors employing this type of DoI architecture are
able to identify the 3D coordinates of every photon interac-
tion rather than just the centroid of multiple interactions that
is available to alternative DoI architectures.15,16 In such
dense detector design, elimination of sources of uncertainty
that hinder the reproducibility of various system operation
parameters assures reliable performance. Such sources of un-
certainty are temperature variations in the detector vicinity,
which may lead to detector gain drifts and therefore affect
system calibration,17 as well as detector positioning errors,
which may lead to artifacts in the reconstructed image and
thus affect image quality. In order to ensure accurate posi-
tioning of the minute detector elements, the design employs
special mechanical structures. These structures will also pro-
vide thermal regulation of the temperature sensitive semicon-

FIG. 2. Top �a�, front �b�, and side �c� views of the LYSO-PSAPD modules
position of the PSAPDs with respect to the LYSO crystals, as well as the fl

FIG. 1. Two different orientations of the dual-panel breast PET imaging
system, for breast and axillary node imaging, currently under development.
processing electronics. The axes definition for each view is shown in the figure.
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ductor photodetectors. However, the presence of additional
material interspersed between crystals �Fig. 3� may cause
attenuation or scatter of the annihilation photons, thus influ-
encing both the detection efficiency and the accuracy to
which coincidence events are localized.

In addition, photons that have scattered among different
detector elements �multi-interaction photon events, hence-
forth referred to as MIPEs� may be affected by the presence
of additional material interspersed between the crystals. It
should be noted that in the system under study, MIPEs are
identified solely for photons depositing energy in different
8�8 LYSO-PSAPD arrays. Due to the inherent charge mul-
tiplexing with the PSAPD’s resistive sheet, MIPEs among
crystal elements of the same 8�8 array cannot be individu-
ally localized. Instead, the energy sum of all the involved
interactions of a single photon within a crystal array is re-
corded and the detector places the event at their centroid
within a single PSAPD. The simulation described in the fol-
lowing processes those intra-array events in a similar
manner.

It will be shown that the mechanical structures act as an
additional scattering medium for the incident annihilation
photons. This results in substantial degradation of detection
efficiency because of the resulting change in scattering angle,
which may lead to either the detection of the scattered pho-
ton by a different detector element or to the complete re-
moval in the case that the photon is photoabsorbed in the
material or scattered outside the FoV. Our system design
aims to take into account such multi-interaction photon
events by using appropriate positioning algorithms18,19 in or-

the mechanical structures �Al and Al2O3� interspersed. Also shown is the
rcuits used to bias the PSAPDs and connect their signals to the subsequent
with
ex ci
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der to enhance photon sensitivity without degrading spatial
resolution, as studies from other groups have already
demonstrated.20,21

The purpose of this work is to investigate the effect of
these structures on specific aspects of the tomograph’s per-
formance, primarily in terms of photon sensitivity and spatial
resolution. The results have relevant implications for under-
standing the potential effects that mechanical structures in
PET system designs can have on the performance. These
implications become more important in modern designs
given their increased complexity dictated by the requirement
for high resolution, quantitative imaging. Proper mechanical
design plays a key role for the reliable operation of such high
resolution PET systems and this study concludes this by us-
ing the paradigm of a high resolution breast-dedicated PET
system.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

II.A. System design and model

Each detector module consists of two �a front and rear�
8�8 LYSO crystal arrays mounted on two PSAPDs �each
array consists of 1�1�1 mm3 crystal elements with a pitch
of 1 mm in both x and y directions, Fig. 3 �right��. The two
detectors are physically connected to each other through a
common flex circuit that is used to bias the detectors and
connect the detector signals to the subsequent processing
electronics. An Al2O3 frame provides mechanical support of
the module as well as enables accurate positioning of the
front detector array with respect to the rear one.22 The com-
plete dual layer detector module �LYSO arrays, PSAPDs,
and alumina frame� is shown in Fig. 3 �right�. In addition, an
Al fin is used to provide heat dissipation as well as accurate
relative positioning between neighboring dual layer detector
modules and includes openings to accommodate 16 such
modules, as shown in Fig. 3 �left�. A side view of a LYSO-
PSAPD module with the Al and Al2O3 structures inter-
spersed is shown in Fig. 2�c�. The total thickness of the de-
tector module is 1.3 mm, of which �300 �m is the
thickness of the PSAPDs plus the flex circuit used to bias the
PSAPDs and read out their signals on each module. The

FIG. 3. Left: Photo of the Al structures used to provide mechanical align
LYSO-PSAPD detector module used in the system.
residual 1 mm is the thickness of the crystal arrays �includ-
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ing 70 �m of reflector polymer on top of each array� as well
as of the Al plus Al2O3 structures enclosing them �see Fig.
2�. The thickness of the Al structures is critical since it
should be adequately large for efficient thermal dissipation
but also as small as possible for minimal sensitivity losses.

In total, 144 of these Al fin structures �72 of which com-
prising one detector panel shown in Fig. 1� will be used in
the complete system to provide mechanical alignment and
thermal regulation for 4608 LYSO-PSAPD detector arrays.
An overview of the infrastructure of a detector panel is
shown in Fig. 4.

The following analysis is based on simulation results cre-
ated with the GRAY ray tracing simulation package developed
in our group.23 Two 3.7 MBq radioactive water configura-
tions, one confined to a small �10 �m diameter� sphere and
the other in a uniform 3.5 cm thick slab placed between the
two panels to simulate compressed breast tissue, were simu-
lated for each of the two different tomograph configurations:

• The first “ideal” simulated configuration includes no
mechanical structures, in place of which air is assumed
between detectors.

• The second configuration includes a mechanical struc-
ture comprising a sheet of Al and an Al2O3 frame sup-
porting the LYSO-PSAPD detector modules with an
overall 1 mm thickness embedded around the crystals
�the Al structure has a thickness of 750 �m and the
Al2O3 frame has a thickness of 250 �m� �see Fig. 2�.

In order to fully exploit the fast processing speed of the
GRAY code, in each of the above configurations the crystal
arrays are actually modeled as crystal slabs and subsequently
the software analysis considers the LYSO crystal array pix-
elation �8�8� by segmenting the resulting interactions into
an 8�8 matrix of 1�1�1 mm3 bins. Figure 5 illustrates
the simulated arrangement of the detector arrays in the two
opposing detector panels, as well as that of the mechanical
structures. Also shown in the images are the two simulated
sources and their topology with respect to the detector pan-
els. The points forming dark colored squares represent simu-
lated interactions occurring in the actual LYSO arrays. All

and thermal regulation for 16 detector modules. Right: Photo of a dual
ment
the other points �forming light colored structures� represent
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simulated photon interactions occurring in a nondetector ma-
terial such as the source and the mechanical structures.

In a separate simulation study, the effect of the PSAPD
material alone was investigated by introducing an additional
Si layer with a thickness of 0.3 mm in between the axial
crystal layers, as illustrated in Fig. 2�c�. It should be noted
that only in this specific simulation was the PSAPD material
included �otherwise replaced by air�, in an effort to monitor
the effect of the mechanical structures alone as the sole non-
detector material apart from the LYSO crystal arrays. For all
the simulations presented in this study, the GRAY package
does not consider the effect of positron range.

II.B. Photon sensitivity: Singles, coincidence, and
multi-interaction photon events

At first, this study estimates the effect of the additional
material between the detectors on the number of the detected
single photons �singles events� as well as on the number of
registered coincidences for various energy windows, for the
Medical Physics, Vol. 37, No. 11, November 2010
two different source configurations described above. Gauss-
ian blurring was introduced to the registered energy and time
stamp of every detected singles event in order to model de-
tector elements which have an energy resolution of 15% at
511 keV and a pair coincidence time resolution of 5 ns
�FWHM�. These values are chosen to be on the high end of
the deviation of the reported measured average values.24 The
analysis identifies coincidence events from the recorded
singles events by choosing a 10 ns wide timing window that
scans the singles list-mode data stream after the detected
events have been sorted in time. The study considered coin-
cidences between two detectors from opposing panels form-
ing a physically meaningful line of response, as well as co-
incidences between detectors belonging to the same panel
involved in MIPEs �defined above�.

In the case of MIPEs �both between different arrays as
well as within the same array�, the energy threshold was set
with respect to the sum of the energies deposited for all
interactions of a single photon occurring anywhere in one

FIG. 5. Interaction histogram of the simulated scanner
configuration �interactions from all 72 layers of each
detector panel are summed� with a point source �left�
and a uniform slab source �right� placed at the center of
the FoV. The axial extent �z� of the tomograph is not
shown in the image. The points forming dark colored
squares represent photon interactions in the LYSO de-
tectors and all the other points �forming light colored
structures� represent interactions in a nondetector mate-
rial such as the source between the panels and the em-
bedded Al and Al2O3 mechanical structures in the
panels.

FIG. 4. Overview of the infrastructure of a detector
panel: 2 out of 72 Al mechanical structures of one de-
tector panel are shown in the figure. Each mechanical
structure accommodates 16 dual LYSO-PSAPD detec-
tor modules �one dual module is designated with the
white ellipse in figure�. The cooling and housing assem-
bly is also shown in the figure. A complete detector
panel will measure approximately 20�12�8 cm3.
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panel. For the current analysis, and due to the different focus
of this study, no correction for accidental coincidences was
performed, given the low random background observed on
the coincidence time histograms for the source activities em-
ployed in this study �3.7 MBq for both point and uniform
sources�. The effect of the mechanical structures on the num-
ber of MIPEs was also studied.

II.C. Spatial resolution: Intrinsic and reconstructed

In order to estimate how the spatial resolution would be
affected by the presence of mechanical structures, the simu-
lation steps a point source along the axial and transaxial di-
rections spanning one complete 8�8 crystal array �with all
72 layers of each detector panel present�. The number of
detected coincidences belonging to the same projection view
parallel to a line connecting the two detector panels and
passing through the source was plotted as a function of
source position. The step size was chosen to be 125 �m,
namely, 1

8 of the crystal pixel size along the axial and tran-
saxial directions. In addition, images of point sources placed
at different radial offsets from the center of the FoV were
reconstructed using the ordered subset expectation maximi-
zation �OSEM� algorithm and the dependence of the FWHM
of the corresponding profiles on radial offset was estimated
for four different cases:

�1� System configuration with mechanical structures; MIPEs
are included in the reconstruction.

�2� System configuration without mechanical structures;
MIPEs are included in the reconstruction.

�3� System configuration with mechanical structures; MIPEs
are not included in the reconstruction.

�4� System configuration without mechanical structures;
MIPEs are not included in the reconstruction.

For all the above simulation cases, the acquisition time
was identical �1 s� in order to assess how the reduced sensi-
tivity in the case of interspersed mechanical structures would

FIG. 6. Comparative spectra of deposited energy of singles events in LYS
detectors �gray line� and in the case of mechanical structures interspersed �bl
shown �dashed black line�.
affect the spatial resolution of the system.
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III. RESULTS

III.A. Photon sensitivity: Singles, coincidence,
and multi-interaction photon events

III.A.1. Energy deposited from single photons

Figure 6 shows histograms of the deposited energy in both
the crystal and the mechanical structure material from pho-
tons �emitted from a point source� that have deposited either
a part of their energy via the Compton scatter interaction
process or the full amount of their energy via photoelectric
absorption. The accepted event energies lie within the 0–700
keV window. It should be noted that a blurring component
equal to the simulated energy resolution of the LYSO-
PSAPD detectors was also added to the energy deposited in
the mechanical structures in order to facilitate visual corre-
lation to the energy deposition in LYSO.

III.A.2. Spatial information of singles events

In order to better understand how the specific geometry of
the mechanical structures affects sensitivity, this study con-
siders interaction profiles along the x and z directions, as
designated in Fig. 5, and investigates their features, as shown
in Fig. 7. The left plot shows an x profile through the middle
of a single LYSO-PSAPD detector module where both active
detector elements and parts of the 1 mm thick

the simulated case of no mechanical structures interspersed between the
ne�. A histogram of the energy deposited in the mechanical structures is also

FIG. 7. Simulated interaction profiles along the x axis, as illustrated in Fig.
5 with the dashed line �left�, as well as along the z axis �right�. The different
sections of the mechanical structure �indicated as front, middle, and rear� are
also shown in Fig. 5. The highlighted regions on the z profile �for one
detector layer� indicate the 750 �m thick Al layer �gray�, the 250 �m
O in
ack li
Al2O3 layer �dark gray�, and the 300 �m flex circuit �light gray�.
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Al2O3 support+Al fin layer structures are present �the pro-
file is illustrated with a dashed line in Fig. 5�. In order to
enhance statistical accuracy, the profile is integrated over the
complete z and y extent of the detector panel �all interactions
over all layers in one detector panel that occur in the same
position range across each dual module are projected onto a
single line along the x direction�. The right plot shows a z
profile integrated over the complete x- and y extent of the
detector panel �all interactions over all layers in one detector
panel that occur in the same position range across each dual
module are projected onto a single line along the z direction�.
The z profile is given in the figure for the case of the uniform
source in order to avoid patterns such as sensitivity varia-
tions due to limited source coverage of the detector. It should
be noted that the incident photon events considered in Fig. 7
may have a wide range of energies other than 511 keV, de-
pending on whether they have suffered scatter in the source
material �an effect mostly prominent for the uniform com-
pared to the point source�. Therefore, photoelectric absorp-
tion may occur for energies lower than 511 keV. Figure 8

FIG. 8. Comparative bar diagram of total �left�, photoelectric �middle�, an
occurring in the front, middle, and rear sections of the mechanical structure
illustrates quantitatively the total number of interactions in

�gray� and for a uniform source �black�.
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each section. The relative number of photoelectric and
Compton interactions for each section are also shown in
separate graphs in the figure.

III.A.3. Energy and spatial correlation of detection
efficiency

Figure 9 shows histograms of the energy deposited in the
mechanical structures for the three parts designated in Figs.
2, 5, and 7. As opposed to Fig. 8, in these histograms there is
no distinction between different interaction types, namely,
both Compton scatter and photoelectric absorption are in-
cluded. As previously mentioned, the vast majority of inter-
actions on the mechanical structures will be Compton scatter.
A photopeak at 511 keV is not visible in either spectrum
because of the extremely weak probability of full energy
deposition of a high energetic quantum �511 keV� at the
material of the mechanical structures. However, photoelec-
tric absorption still occurs for lower energetic �previously
scattered� quanta, as verified in the graphs of Fig. 8.

Figure 10 shows the relative reduction in the number of
detected single and coincidence photon events in the scintil-

mpton �right� interactions �normalized to the maximum recorded number�
sed on Fig. 7� for a point and a uniform source �as designated in Fig. 5�.
lation crystals defined as
change in detection efficiency =
No. of detected eventsw/o mech. struct. − No. of detected eventsw. mech. struct.

No. of detected eventsw/o mech. struct.
· 100% �1�

FIG. 9. Histograms of the energy deposited in the front, middle, and rear sections of the mechanical structures designated in Figs. 2, 5, and 7 for a point source
d Co
s �ba
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for the two panel configurations with and without inter-
spersed mechanical structures present, for two different
source geometries �point and uniform slab�, and for various
energy windows. For the energy window of 450–700 keV,
which is of primary interest in PET, a reduction of 6.5% and
approximately 12.5% in the singles and coincidence events is
observed due to the presence of the mechanical structures.
Additional simulations show that 25% of the abovemen-
tioned reduction is attributed to the 250 �m thick Al2O3

layer and 75% is attributed to the 750 �m thick Al layer,
thus scaling in a linear manner with the material thickness
and not being dependent on the different densities of Al and
Al2O3 �2.7 and 3.7 g /cm3, respectively�, as also shown from
the right graph �interaction profile along the z direction� of
Fig. 7. A chart comparing the relative singles and coinci-
dence event reduction between any two of the following
three cases is shown in Fig. 11:

• System with no mechanical structures interspersed
within LYSO-PSAPD detectors;

• System with only a 250 �m thick Al2O3 layer inter-
spersed within the detectors; and

• System with a 250 �m thick Al2O3 layer and a
750 �m thick Al layer interspersed.

The analysis considers the intermediate second case �sys-
tem with only a 250 �m thick Al2O3 layer interspersed

FIG. 10. Relative change in singles �left� and coincidence �right� detection e
a uniform source �diamonds�. The change in detection efficiency is plotted
variable lower and upper limits and in the case of coincidences have a fixe

FIG. 11. Comparative chart of the relative photon sensitivity reduction �for
system with only a 250 �m thick Al2O3 layer compared to a system with
250 �m thick Al2O3 layer and a 750 �m thick Al layer compared to a sys
and a 750 �m thick Al layer compared to a system with only a 250 �m thi

both the point and uniform sources.
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within the detectors� given the fact that the Al2O3 frame �Fig.
3, right� appears as an inherent component of the front-end
construction. The Al fin �Fig. 3, left� is the actual mechanical
structure additionally manufactured and thus the one whose
dimensions would have to be adjusted in case of significant
performance degradation predicted by the simulations. The
additional simulations shown in Fig. 11 were performed for
the same energy window of 450–700 keV and the mean val-
ues of efficiency reduction between point and uniform source
are shown.

The study also considered the effect of the PSAPD mate-
rial �Si� even though the photodetectors are an inherent com-
ponent of the 511 keV photon detection process, and thus no
regulation of their dimensions is possible. The PSAPD ma-
terial causes mean degradations of 2.1% and 4.2% for single
photon and coincidence photon detection, respectively, for
both source geometries �point and uniform�.

III.A.4. Multi-interaction photon events

The number of MIPEs is also expected to be affected by
the presence of additional material interspersed between the
LYSO-PSAPD detectors. In this study, MIPEs have been
identified during the coincidence sorting process from the
list-mode data stream. MIPEs are detected in the case that
more than two total interactions for both coincidence pho-

ncy with and without the structures present for a point source �squares� and
function of different energy windows, which in the case of singles have

er limit at 700 keV and a variable lower limit.

singles and coincidence events� for three different simulated cases: �i� A
interspersed mechanical structures �“material”� at all, �ii� a system with a
ith no material at all, and �iii� a system with a 250 �m thick Al2O3 layer

l2O3 layer. The results are calculated for a 450–700 keV energy window for
fficie
as a

d upp
both
no

tem w
ck A
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tons occur within the same time coincidence window and if
these interactions satisfy specific geometrical conditions, that
is, at least two interactions occurred at opposing panels.
Some examples of these geometrical constraints are illus-
trated in Fig. 12 �cases �b�–�e��. Table I shows quantitatively
the relative decrease in coincidence events involving both
single-interaction events and MIPEs with and without the
mechanical structures present. For the current study, only
MIPEs containing up to six total interactions for both coin-
cidence photons within the same coincidence time window
are considered. Figure 13 shows histograms of the total num-
ber of interactions for two coincident photon events for the
case of a point and a uniform source.

III.B. Spatial resolution: Intrinsic and reconstructed

III.B.1. Intrinsic spatial resolution

Figure 14 shows the coincidence detection profiles for a
point source stepped for a total distance of 1 cm along dif-
ferent directions within the system’s FoV. The transaxial pro-
files shown in Fig. 14 �bottom� have an overall width slightly

FIG. 12. Examples of two �a�, three �b�, four �c�, five �d�, and six �e� total
interactions for two coincidence photons. The hatched structures represent
the two 8�8 LYSO arrays of the dual LYSO-PSAPD module. As previously
mentioned, MIPEs occurring within a single array cannot be identified as
separate. The illustrated cases are symmetric to either detector side.

TABLE I. Relative reduction in coincidence events with and without the
interspersed mechanical structures for the different cases illustrated in Fig.
12 based on the results shown in Fig. 13.

Total number of crystal interactions
for both coincidence photons

Reduction
�%�

Point source Uniform source

2 11 10
3 13 12
4 16 15
5 18 11
6 21 11
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over 8 mm, which reflects the 8�8 crystal array size. The
fact that the crystal array has a physical transaxial offset of
about 1 mm with respect to the center of the FoV �Fig. 5�
results in a similar offset in the transaxial profiles.

In these profiles the various peaks correspond to the tran-
saxial position of the crystal elements and the difference be-
tween two subsequent peaks corresponds to the crystal ele-
ment pitch ��1 mm� within the 8�8 array. In the axial
direction the crystal array has only 1 mm thickness and this
is the direction along which the mechanical structures are
assumed to be stacked in order to form each detector panel.
Each peak in the profiles of Fig. 14 �top� corresponds to the
position of each axial layer and the difference between two
subsequent peaks corresponds to the axial layer pitch
��1.3 mm� within each detector panel �Fig. 2�c��.

The crystal pitches of 1.3 and 1 mm along the axial �z�
and transaxial �y� directions, respectively, can be easily ob-
served by the plots of Fig. 14, with and without the structures
present, from the distance between the centroids of neighbor-
ing profiles. Table II shows the calculated mean values over
all neighboring profiles. The calculated crystal pitch values
have the same number of significant digits as the step size of
the point source �0.125 �m� and the calculated standard de-
viation is equal to approximately half the stepping accuracy.

The calculated mean FWHM value of the axial �along z�
and transaxial profiles �along y� over all source positions is
shown in Table III for the case of no material and for the case
of mechanical structures �Al2O3+Al� present, respectively.
In the case of MIPEs, although other event identification
methods are under investigation,18,19 in this work, position-
ing of the event is based on the energy weighted mean coor-
dinates of all the interactions per photon, as described by Eq.
�2�,

xmean =
� Eixi

� Ei

, ymean =
� Eiyi

� Ei

, zmean =
� Eizi

� Ei

, �2�

where Ei is the energy deposited during the ith interaction,
and xi, yi, and zi are the x, y, and z coordinates of the ith

FIG. 13. The total number of interactions �normalized to the maximum num-
ber� for coincidence events in the two panels �see Fig. 12�. The plot shows
the simulated data for a point and a uniform source and for an energy
window of 450–700 keV imposed at the energy sum of MIPEs.
interaction point, respectively.
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III.B.2. Reconstructed spatial resolution

Four point sources of 1 mm diameter each, placed at dif-
ferent radial offsets in the FoV �0, 0.5, 1, and 1.5 cm� within
a cold water background, were simulated and reconstructed
using an iterative 3D list-mode OSEM algorithm. List-mode
statistical iterative image reconstruction was preferred
against filtered backprojection since it more accurately treats
the irregular dual-panel system geometry, which has only
limited angular sampling. The algorithm uses two iterations
and ten subsets. The images were reconstructed using a pixel
size of 250 �m and with the options of either including or
excluding MIPEs within an energy window of 450–700 keV.
Figure 15 shows the reconstructed image slices taken
through the spheres and parallel to the panels. All the images
were scaled with respect to the reconstructed image in case
of no interspersed mechanical structures present and MIPEs
included �top left image in Fig. 15�. In the case of MIPEs
included in the analysis, a moderate background is visible
between the sources as a result of event mispositioning due
to the energy weighted mean algorithm. The background is
less visible at large radial offsets owing to the reduced sys-
tem sensitivity away from the center of the FoV.

FIG. 14. Coincidence profiles as a function of source position when the c
transaxial �y direction, bottom� FoV. The dashed curves in the transaxial profi
y direction.

TABLE II. The calculated crystal pitch values based o

Crystal pitch
Without mechanical structure

�mm�

Axial �along z� �1.304�0.067�
Transaxial �along y� �1.107�0.086�
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The dependence of the reconstructed spatial resolution on
radial offset is shown in Fig. 16. The spatial resolution val-
ues are calculated from the position profiles along a central
slice �Fig. 15� and were averaged over the transaxial and
sagittal views with associated error values �of the average�
also shown in Fig. 16. The dependence is plotted
for the cases with and without mechanical structures and
with and without MIPEs. Table IV summarizes the spatial
resolution nonuniformity �defined as ��FWHM1.5 cm

−FWHM0 cm� /FWHM0 cm��100%, with FWHM1.5 cm and
FWHM0 cm being the calculated FWHM of the position pro-
files at radial offsets of 1.5 and 0 cm, respectively� for each
of the aforementioned cases.

IV. DISCUSSION

A comparison of the LYSO energy spectra in the absence
and presence of the mechanical structures in Fig. 6 shows
that the presence of the interspersed mechanical structures
�shown in Figs. 2 and 3� results in a reduction in the recorded
singles events in the 511 keV photopeak. The figure also
shows an enhancement of the recorded photon flux resulting

ence photon beam is translated along the axial �z direction, top� and the
dicate an enhanced background pattern due to position binning errors in the

profiles of Fig. 14.

rspersed With mechanical structures interspersed
�mm�

�1.304�0.067�
�1.089�0.061�
oincid
les in
n the
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from incident photons that have been backscattered in the Al
mechanical structures and subsequently deposit their residual
energy of approximately 170 keV in the crystal. This is con-
firmed by the observed peak at an energy of approximately
340 keV on the spectrum of the deposited energy in the
mechanical structures seen at the bottom plot in Fig. 6 �black
dashed line�.

From the profiles of Fig. 7, it is evident that changes in
photon detection efficiency are predominantly dependent on
the volume of the mechanical structures as well as their po-
sition with respect to the incident radiation. In the case of a
point source placed at the center of the FoV for the front and
the middle sections of the mechanical structure �the distinc-
tion between front, middle, and rear sections is shown in Fig.
5�, a comparable number of total photon interactions is ob-
served with slight enhancement in the case of the middle
section, as illustrated quantitatively in Fig. 8.

The above observation is attributed to the fact that the
middle section has a larger volume �almost twice the volume
of the front section, see Fig. 2� and will also encounter a
higher number of scattered �less energetic� photons, thus the
probability for further attenuation is enhanced. It should also
be mentioned that the source is not collimated, thus contrib-
uting buildup events, that is, events detected due to scatter in
surrounding material, to the middle and rear sections; how-
ever, the general exponential attenuation of the incident ra-
diation is observed especially along the significantly larger
length of the rear section, as well as following the envelope
of the counts shown in each section �Fig. 7�. Contrarily, in
the case of a uniform source placed at the center of the FoV,
the trend observed between the front and the middle sections
is somewhat reversed, given the fact that a large portion of
the photon flux incident on the front section of the mechani-

TABLE III. The calculated intrinsic spatial resolution

Profile FWHM
Without mechanical structure

�mm�

Axial �along z� �0.55�0.05�
Transaxial �along y� �0.62�0.03�

FIG. 15. 3D list-mode OSEM reconstructed images �two iterations and ten
subsets� of four 1 mm diameter point sources in water without �left� and
with �right� the interspersed mechanical structures with �top� and without
�bottom� MIPEs included in the analysis �positioned with energy weighted
mean over all interactions�. A central slice parallel to the x-y plane is shown.
The sources are placed at radial offsets of 0, 0.5, 1, and 1.5 cm from the

center of the FoV. All images are scaled with respect to the top left one.
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cal structures is already less energetic �compared to the case
of a point source� having a higher chance of already inter-
acting with the source material itself. This is also confirmed
by the energy spectra of Fig. 9 where it is shown that the
front section encounters a higher number of low energy
depositions in the case of the uniform source and compared
to the other two sections.

From the z profile, the contribution of the different mate-
rials of the mechanical structure �Al2O3+Al� is indicated by
the highlighted regions for one detector layer and it does not
exhibit noticeable variations per unit length among the dif-
ferent components in each layer.

The histograms of Fig. 9 indicate that the preferred energy
range of the absorbed photons has a slight dependence on the
position of the mechanical structures and on the configura-
tion of the radiation source. The negative local minimum
observed in both plots of Fig. 10 for a lower energy threshold
of 100 keV is directly related to the increase in the registered
photon flux �approximately 14% and 7% for singles at a
100–200 keV energy window and coincidences above 100
keV, respectively� resulting from the presence of the me-
chanical structures, as illustrated in Fig. 6 and explained in
the beginning of this section.

Concerning MIPEs, the simulation results show that the
probability that multiple interactions occur within the same
coincidence time window follows an exponential decrease
with the interaction number, as illustrated in Fig. 13. How-
ever, the effect of the interspersed mechanical structures on

s based on the profiles of Fig. 14.

rspersed With mechanical structures interspersed
�mm�

�0.56�0.02�
�0.59�0.04�

FIG. 16. Spatial resolution as a function of radial offset calculated from the
radial profiles of the reconstructed point sources along a central slice parallel
value

s inte
to the x-y plane �see Fig. 5 for the axis definition�.
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the sensitivity of MIPEs increases with increasing number of
interactions involved in a MIPE for the point source geom-
etry, as evidenced from the data of Table I. No consistent
trend is observed for the slab source geometry in the case
that the total number of interactions within the same coinci-
dence time window is larger than 4. These differences may
be attributed to the different intensity and angular distribu-
tions of the incident photon flux that every detector encoun-
ters for each of the two different source geometries, as well
as the different energies of the incident photons; in the case
of a point source the incident energy is 511 keV, whereas for
the uniform source photon scatter in the source material re-
sults in energetically lower incident photons. Even though
the current analysis considers only MIPEs occurring between
different detector arrays, while it processes MIPEs occurring
within the same array as a single event �with energy equal to
the energy sum of the individual interactions�, it is not ex-
pected that mechanical structures will have a considerable
effect on the latter given the fact that the only material inter-
spersed between the crystal elements is the reflector sheet.

The FWHM of the axial and transaxial profiles shown in
Fig. 14 and summarized in Table III did not show significant
degradation between the two cases �with and without me-
chanical structures present�. The enhanced background pat-
tern observed in the case of the transaxial position profile
�dashed curves in Fig. 14� is attributed to systematic uncer-
tainties introduced by the estimation of the center position of
every crystal pixel in the y direction during the virtual seg-
mentation of the simulated crystal slab into an 8�8 crystal
array �and the corresponding rebinning of the simulated
events into the 1 mm3 crystal bins�. This background pattern
is not observed in the axial profile data given the fact that the
axial crystal sheets are modeled as in reality, that is, no event
rebinning is performed in the z direction.

The data in Fig. 16 and in Table IV indicate that there is
no considerable effect of the mechanical structures or includ-
ing MIPEs on the reconstructed spatial resolution and spatial
resolution uniformity. However, Fig. 15 indicates that the
aforementioned sensitivity degradation with the mechanical
structures present is more prominent for MIPEs and is
clearly reflected in the reconstructed images.

V. CONCLUSION

This study investigates the effect of interspersed mechani-
cal structures within a dual-panel, breast-dedicated PET sys-
tem design comprising densely packed scintillation detectors
in terms of the photon sensitivity and spatial resolution. The

TABLE IV. The calculated reconstructed spatial resolu

Resolution nonuniformity

Witho
structur

Including MIPEs
Excluding MIPEs
results of this study have a broader applicability to various
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PET system designs given the increased need for reliable and
reproducible system performance. To date, there are a large
number of high resolution designs that employ structures in
the vicinity of the detectors �such as additional detector ma-
terial, substrates, PCBs, chasses etc.� that may potentially
impair performance parameters, such as sensitivity and spa-
tial resolution. One example is a detector with alternative
DoI designs, such as dual-ended crystal readout with ava-
lanche photodiodes �APDs� �Ref. 26� where one of the two
photodetectors is placed right in front of the crystal face.
Another example is a high resolution PET imager employing
silicon scatter detectors27 in which an inner detector ring
�insert� is placed within the FoV of a conventional PET ring.
We claim that the results presented in this study prove the
importance of studying the aforementioned effects in any
such system.

The design under study consists of several thin Al and
Al2O3 mechanical structures interspersed between the
LYSO-PSAPD detector arrays for mechanical support and in
order to achieve crystal positioning accuracy and detector
temperature stability. The presented analysis showed that the
mechanical structures have a larger effect on the multi-
interaction photon events, namely, photons that have under-
gone multiple interactions among several detector units,
compared to coincident events involving only a single inter-
action in each panel. The mechanical structures act as an
attenuation medium for all types of photon interactions, re-
sulting in mean degradations of 6.5% and 12.5% on the
single photon and the coincidence photon detection effi-
ciency, respectively, for a 450–700 keV energy window. In
addition, it was shown that in the case of MIPEs, this deg-
radation is more prominent with increasing number of inter-
actions per incident photon. In the case of a point source
geometry, this effect is evident for every number of MIPEs
considered in this study. However, in the case of a uniform
source geometry, the effect is evident only for a number of
MIPEs below 4. Despite the detection efficiency degradation,
the effect on both intrinsic and reconstructed spatial reso-
lution was estimated to be minor, thus enhancing the hypoth-
esis that MIPEs may have an effect on the image contrast but
not necessarily on the spatial resolution.

Proper identification and consideration of multi-
interaction photon events, especially in systems employing
small detector elements in order to improve spatial reso-
lution, is currently an active field of research.19–21 Sophisti-
cated algorithms are currently under development in order to
accurately identify, position, and include these events in the

19–21

nonuniformity based on the plot of Fig. 16.
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analysis. If successful, the accurate identification of such
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events will greatly enhance the system’s sensitivity while
maintaining or even improving the achieved spatial
resolution.25 Thus, in systems where the multi-interaction
photon events account for the majority of the recorded coin-
cidences, such as the system under study, identification and
eventually inclusion of MIPEs may result in an overall in-
crease in system sensitivity. However, if the actual number of
detected MIPEs is reduced due to the interspersion of me-
chanical structures between the detector arrays �reaching up
to 20% reduction in the system under study�, the net increase
in the overall system sensitivity �due to the inclusion of MI-
PEs in the analysis� may be become less beneficial than ini-
tially predicted. Currently interspersed Al2O3 as well as Al
structures that will assure a good compromise between me-
chanical robustness, temperature stability, and satisfactory
system performance are under evaluation.

In addition to the mechanical structures investigated in
this study, the sides of the scanner head under construction
will be appropriately shielded against radiation from outside
the field of view, especially from organs of high radiotracer
uptake adjacent or relatively near to the breast, such as the
heart, the liver, and the brain. We do not expect an effect of
the outer shielding on the quoted results, which are specific
to the scatter environment under the influence of the me-
chanical structures interspersed between the 8�8 detector
arrays. Future work will focus on designing and developing
this external shielding as well as on investigating the effect
of the shielding and complete panel assembly �Fig. 4� on the
scanner’s performance parameters.
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